Wi-Shop™
Wireless Grocery Shopping

Grocery Shopping for a Meal Made Easy,
Just Use Your Cellphone
A good percentage of rush hour customers visit grocery stores to buy
ingredients to prepare their evening meal. After a long day at work, the last
thing anyone wants is to try to figure out what to prepare for the family meal,
figure out recipes, find the ingredients, and then wait in long lines at the
checkout stand.
Wi-Shop™ enables customers to use their cellphones on their way to the
grocery store to purchase the needed items and pay for them for a quick pickup. After their items have been picked up, they receive a personalized text
message to instruct them on how to prepare the recipe.

Better Service. Higher Sales. Lower Costs.

How It Works

Customer inputs
meal criteria &
selects a menu
from a list. Needed
and suggested
items suggestions
are selected and
paid for.

Item list prints at
store. Items are
picked & packed.

Confirmation
number is used to
pick-up order.

SMS/MMS recipes
are delivered to
user.

Wi-Shop™
Wireless Grocery Shopping

How it works
1. Customers call a number to receive an SMS with a link to Wi-Shop™application.
2. The customer’s preference criteria for the type of meal and their dietary choice are
inputted into the Wi-Shop™ wireless application. Selection from a rich diversity of preset
menus is made easy by a smart structured search along the lines of an event type, a meal
type, or a food type.
3. A menu list corresponding to the criteria is presented to customers.
4. Once a menu has been selected and the number of people to be served has been set,
our server produces a shopping list from the recipe and presents it to the customer for
editing so that only items that they really need remain on the shopping list. The order is
then placed, pre-paid and forwarded to the store over the internet for printing.
5. A MobilServ Net Printer™ at the store prints the order for store staff to pick and pack
for later customer pickup. The recipe instructions is also printed for inclusion with the
order. These instructions can also be SMS’d to the customer’s cellphone.
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